The audience is asked to stand for the procession. As a courtesy to the graduating class, guests are requested to refrain from leaving until after the recessional.
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School of Architecture
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Program

Processional
The National Anthem
Invocation
Greetings and Opening Remarks
Remarks to Graduates
Student Expression of Appreciation
Commissioning Ceremony
Presentation of Degree Candidates and Conferring of Degrees
Roll Call of Graduates
Induction into The Association of Former Students
“The Spirit of Aggieland”
Recessional
Faculty Marshals

Mace Bearer
    Dr. Nagamangala K. Anand, Vice Provost for Faculty Affairs
Stage Party
    Ms. Venesa A. Heidick, Assistant Vice President and Registrar
    Mr. Chris Reed, Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management and Chief Enrollment Officer
Announcers
    Mr. Mike Fitch, Admissions Counselor, Office of Admissions
    Judge Rick Hill, Brazos County Justice of the Peace, Precinct 3

The Texas A&M University System
Board of Regents

Mr. Bill Mahomes, Jr., Chairman .............................. Dallas
Mr. Robert L. Albritton, Vice Chairman ........................ Fort Worth
Mr. David C. Baggett ........................................... Houston
Mr. John W. Bellinger .......................... San Antonio
Mr. James R. “Randy” Brooks .......................... San Angelo
Mr. Jay C. Graham ........................................... Houston
Mr. Michael A. “Mike” Hernandez III ........................ Fort Worth
Mr. Michael J. Plank ........................ Houston
Mr. R. Sam Torn .............................................. Houston
Mr. Cage M. Sawyers (Student Regent) ................. Texoma

Chancellor

Mr. John Sharp ................................................. Placedo
Texas A&M University Administrative Officers

President ....................... General Mark A. Welsh III (Ret.)
Provost and Executive Vice President ................. Dr. Alan R. Sams
Vice Chancellor and Dean, College of Agriculture and
Life Sciences ............................ Dr. Jeffrey W. Savell
Dean, School of Architecture (interim) ........ Dr. Patrick C. Suermann
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences ................ Dr. Mark J. Zoran
Dean, Mays Business School ....................... Dr. Nate Y. Sharp
Dean, School of Dentistry ........................ Dr. Lily T. Garcia
Dean, School of Education and
Human Development ..................... Dr. Michael A. de Miranda
Vice Chancellor and Dean,
College of Engineering ...................... Dr. Robert H. Bishop
Dean, Bush School of Government and
Public Service ............................. Mr. John B. Sherman
Dean, School of Law and Vice President for
Professional Schools and Programs .......... Mr. Robert B. Ahdieh
Dean, School of Medicine ..................... Dr. Amy L. Waer
Dean, School of Nursing ..................... Dr. T. Leann Horsley
Dean, School of Performance,
Visualisation and Fine Arts ............... Mr. Timothy D. McLaughlin
Dean, Irma Lerma Rangel
School of Pharmacy (interim) .................. Dr. Mansoor A. Khan
Dean, School of Public Health .................. Dr. Shawn G. Gibbs
Dean, School of Veterinary Medicine and
Biomedical Sciences .......................... Dr. John R. August
Dean and Chief Operating Officer,
Texas A&M University at Qatar ................ Dr. César O. Malavé
Associate Provost and Dean, Graduate and
Professional School ......................... Dr. Fuhui Tong
Chief Operating Officer and
Senior Vice President ....................... Mr. Peter Lange
Chief Operating Officer and Senior Vice President,
Texas A&M Health (interim) ............... Dr. Indra K. Reddy
Chief Operating Officer and Vice President,
Texas A&M University at Galveston .......... Colonel Michael E. Fossum (Ret.)
Chief Operating Officer and Associate Vice President,
Higher Education Center at McAllen .......... Mr. Manuel M. Vela
Chief Operating Officer and Assistant Vice President,
Texas A&M – Washington, D.C. ........ Lt. General Jay Silveria (Ret.)
Chief of Staff ............................ Dr. Susan G. Ballabina
Chief Financial Officer and Vice President .......... Mr. John W. Crawford
Chief Information Officer and Vice President for
Information Technology .................. Mr. Edwin L. Pierson
Chief Compliance Officer .......................... Ms. Lisa K. Akin
Executive Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs
and Chief Academic Officer of Texas A&M University
at Galveston and Associate Provost ................. Dr. Deborah J. Thomas
Vice President for Planning, Assessment and
Strategy ........................................ Mr. Joseph P. Pettibon II
Vice Provost for Faculty Affairs ............... Dr. Nagamangala K. Anand
Vice President and Chief Marketing
and Communications Officer ................. Mr. R. Ethan Braden
Vice President for Human Resources and
Organizational Effectiveness ................. Mr. Damon Slaydon
Vice President for Research ..................... Dr. Jack G. Baldauf
Vice President for
Student Affairs .................. Brigadier General Joe E. Ramirez, Jr. (Ret.)
Vice Provost of Academic Affairs ............ Dr. Timothy P. Scott
Athletic Director .................. Mr. Trev K. Alberts
Commandant of the
Corps of Cadets .......... Brigadier General Patrick R. Michaelis (Ret.)
University Librarian and Assistant Provost,
Texas A&M University Libraries ........ Ms. Julie A. Mosbo Ballestro
Candidates for Commissions in
The Armed Forces of the United States
Brigadier General Patrick R. Michaelis (Ret.)—Commandant

United States Army
Colonel Scott Dellinger—Professor of Military Science
Second Lieutenants, U.S. Army

Callum Richard Henry
Bowden
Dylan M. Brownlee
Will J. De Frere
Maxwell E. Fortin

Joshua Gonzalez
Walter Creighton Harper
Danica P. Hunt
Faye J. Ortiz-Smith

Madison E. Sliva
Alexandra M. Thern
Jaden Than Tran
Tristan I. Yoakum

United States Marine Corps
Colonel Bradford Tippett—Professor of Naval Science
Second Lieutenants, U.S. Marine Corps

William D. Bentley
Davis Kendrick Blake

Zachary A. Cross
Hubert Walter Gage Lange

Christopher Andrew Lew
Lanie Ginger Lopez

United States Air Force
Colonel Kevin Parker—Professor of Aerospace Studies
Second Lieutenants, U.S. Air Force

Noah Matthew Cisneros

Ryan M. Dahl
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

College of Agriculture and Life Sciences

Presented by Dr. Jeffrey W. Savell, Dean

Department of Agricultural Economics

Bachelor of Science

Agribusiness

Fote George Demeris

Agricultural Economics

Hammas A. Ashraf
Dalton W. Blackburn
Chase M. Coiner
John Michael Deane
Keeton Joseph Derouen
Dylan Wade Desch
Hunter Joseph Dunn
Chayn Ray Foster
Noah Anthony Garcia
Noah David Geer
Taylor Grant Griffin
Chase Cooper Holley

Christian R. Jaquez
Luke David Jeskevic
Matthew Aaron Kozelsky
Ryan Keith Mudd
Bren Matthew Oestrike
Daniel Justus Perkins
Zachary Alan Piggott
Hunter Thomas Pleasant
Michael B. Ramesh
Tristen Jon Sieker
Jaylon E. Washington

Department of Agricultural Leadership, Education, and Communications

Bachelor of Science

Agricultural Communications and Journalism

Tyler Eric Cruz
* Katie Lynn Fox

Makenna Shawn Moore
* Gracie D. Smith

Agricultural Leadership and Development

Scott Cooper Albrecht
Lauren Danielle Barker
Ethan C. Bennett
Rebecca Sherrill Bienski
Blaize A. Blaylock
Savannah Grace Bond
Taylor Scott Bursmith
Casie Renai Byrd
Hunter Miles Chevaillier
Michael Davis Clark
Trenton Keith Cobb
William J. De Frere

Isaiah L. Dimmett
Anthony Thomas Eaton
Garrett Douglas Ekdahl
Emily Jane Ellisor
Brooke Lynsey Erickson
Ilissa Flores
Jessica Taylor Funk
Trent Douglas Fuqua
Trevor A. Glaser
Taylor Allegra Gonzalez
Oscar Eduardo Guerra
Colby Zane Hagler

* Double Major
Lana E. Harrison  
Micah K. Heinold  
Giovanna Leyva  
Jonathan Drew Mefferd  
Logan Cole Mercer  
Bryce Kalen Miller  
Terin Dayne Muncaster  

John Colton Nelson  
Caleb M. Rangel  
Allyson Paige Reyna  
Kylie Jade Siddoway  
Ariana Soto  
Sydney Rose Taylor  

University Studies  
Jayce A. Glenn  
William David Mantey  

Department of Animal Science  
Bachelor of Science  
Animal Science  

David Aguilar  
* Brenda I. Almanza  
Paige Analise Barrington  
Leonel Benitez III  
Hannah E. Cain  
Jarred Boyd Crowley  
Sarina S. Cruz  
Ana S. De Oliveira  
Angela Valeria Estrada  
* Hayden K. Feist  
Jean Paul Fonseca  
Andrew L. Hickey  
Kathryn Grace Hull  
Christian Gabriel De Guzman  
Javier  
Julie Anne Johnson  
Kelsey E. Knutson  
Amy Lenae Lide  
Dustin Rope Lindgren  
Alejandro S. Lopez  
Hunter D. Low  
Miles Darden Mathis  
Hayden K. Feist  
Maresa Orta  
Faye J. Ortiz-Smith  
Valeria Monserrat Ramos  
Sydney M. Reed  

Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics  
Bachelor of Science  
Biochemistry  

James Patrick Brewster  
Hanul Kim Lewis  
Summer Tina Summer  

Genetics  

Vida Fakhri  
Christopher Matthew Gullette  
Jelisha Shaini Perera  
Brendan Scott Singletary  

* Double Major
Department of Biological and Agricultural Engineering

Bachelor of Science

Agricultural Systems Management

Beau Christopher Mitchell  Colton Ellis Strickland

Department of Ecology and Conservation Biology

Bachelor of Science

Ecology and Conservation Biology

Lauren Suzanne Bockemehl  Daniel James Lane

Department of Entomology

Bachelor of Science

Forensic and Investigative Sciences

Hunter Alarik Barnett  Sophia Rose Villarreal
Madelyn Avery Dailey  Spencer T. White
Abby Marie Hooge

Department of Horticultural Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Horticulture

Taylor Symone Powell

Bachelor of Science

Horticulture

Lainie Brooke Montoya

Department of Hospitality, Hotel Management and Tourism

Bachelor of Science

Recreation, Park and Tourism Sciences

Bentley Keith Durrett  Alyssa Marai Muzquiz
Miles Douglas Harper  Yajaira Galilea Puente
Sarah Katherine Joanne Hickman  Kenya Sophia Rodriguez
Joseph Lee Higginbotham  Callie O. Scott
Paige L. Moore  Victor M. Zuniga
Department of Nutrition

Bachelor of Science

Nutrition

Jenna G. Flournoy
Cassandra M. Gonzalez
Addison Hope Gray
Abigale Jesse Harrill
Olivia M. Johnson
Jennifer C. Juarez
Kaylea Rae Killen

Jenna Elise Magnusson
Alexis M. Poston
Conley Elizabeth Robertson
Mady森 N. Stastny
Joshua Price Todd
Julia Allison Wright

Department of Plant Pathology and Microbiology

Bachelor of Science

Bioenvironmental Sciences

Julia R. Belz
Matthew Isaiah Calderon
Griffin T. Featherly

Matthew A. Hensch
Bryce Erik Montemayor

Department of Rangeland, Wildlife and Fisheries Management

Bachelor of Science

Rangeland, Wildlife and Fisheries Management

Garret James McElray
Garrison Vick Trichel

Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences

Madison Leigh Bradford
Kennedy Rae Brink

Mary Margaret Jones

Department of Soil and Crop Sciences

Bachelor of Science

Plant and Environmental Soil Science

Brock D. Sanford
Turfgrass Science
Caden C. Fraser
School of Architecture

Presented By Dr. Chanam Lee, Executive Associate Dean

Bachelor of Science

University Studies

Farhat Ali Abbas
Jorge Mason Alonzo, Jr.
William D. Bentley
Kendall Marie Carpenter
Alexis Castro
Cullen Jack Charanza
Elias Joseph Christensen
Jaden Trinity Cole
Wade F. French
Vanessa C. Fresnillo
Wayland Cooper Frizzell
William Bryce Gaston
Soleil Gloria Gignac
Annabelle Maejean Gray
Zachary Austin Guy
Mackenzie Marlene Harden
Garland Lasater Hodges

Keigan Mekhi Hubert
Isabela Maria Kaarto
Subarnarekha Mandal
Wesley F. Mieske
John A. Monigold, Jr.
Miki Nicole Morgan
Mikel Navas
Isaiah Bartolomi Oropeza
Ryan James Kirk Ramsey
Juan Meza Rodriguez
Andrew Logan Rosas
Garrett Thomas Short
Gabrielle D. Smith
Sarah Lane Vogt
Charles F. Waters
Samuel Grant Watts
Davis Blake Wimberley

Department of Architecture

Bachelor of Environmental Design

Environmental Design Architectural Studies

Aimal Iftikhar Rana

Bachelor of Science

Architecture

Ryley Brett Boyd

Department of Construction Science

Bachelor of Science

Construction Science

Joshua Acosta
Mitchell Ryan Aitken
Banesa Izaguirre Arredondo
Wesley Cullen Baker
Barrett Lee Bennett
Owen M. Buerkle
Noah J. Clark
Brennan Cooper Dees

Peyton McAlister Demetriades
Gavin Grant Eckert
Savannah Lane Espinosa
Cade Henderson Fly
Joseph Dante Gonzalez
Grace Dawn Hafner
Logan Grant Hare
Katelyn D. Hassell
William Sidney Hauptrief
Dalton Reese Hawes
Jackson Lee Herrscher
Nolan Lee Hopcus
Bridget Fay Jasso
Cole Patrick Jones
Lance T. London
Nicholas Edward Lozano
Evan Keith Luker
Evan Marcus Margo
Tyler James McBroom
Brady Douglas McEntire
Kaleb Nash McLean
Mark Allen McMillan III
Alexander David Moore
Cannon Lewis Moren
Cade Taylor Noster
Vincent Batiste Oggero
Ruben Parra, Jr.
Elvis Daniel Pereira
Kristopher A. Perez
Jacob Cole Ponish
Benjamin Michael Porter
Chloe Emma Riling
Ace Ryan Robertson
Summer Paige Schiffelbein
Savindi Ruvindini Seneviratna
Matthew James Shepherd
Tyler Christian Thompson
Mason G. Tyler
Cody Leland Vanarsdel
Carlos Vaquera
Jude A. Wiggins
Clayton Graham Wiley
Connor Darryl Wilkinson
Tyler Draper Wood

Department of Landscape Architecture and Urban Planning

Bachelor of Landscape Architecture

Landscape Architecture

Ariel C. Hernandez
Harrison Boone Little

Bachelor of Science

Urban and Regional Planning

Elise Marie Bober
Anais Olivia Gonzalez
Michael Gomez

College of Arts and Sciences

Presented by Dr. Mark J. Zoran, Dean

Bachelor of Science

Biomedical Sciences

Rayel Michelle Aiken
Kaili K. Gaston
Myranda N. Barron
Tyler William Hall
Ashley Elizabeth Cadena
Brooke A. Hallman
Carter William Cook
Kassandra Hernandez
Kate Elizabeth Cooney
Lauren Emily Hinojosa
Emma B. Crabtree
Katelyn P. Humlicek
Aliyah Jade Curry
Kristen Scott Lannom
Alyssa Lynne Earle
Lanie Ginger Lopez
Matthew Alexander Espinoza
Xitlali Martinez Lopez
Maria Jovita Martinez
Adrian R. Matos
Melissa Mondragon
Nathan V. Nguyen
Carla S. Reyes Ortiz
Bailey Kate Stewart
Isabella R. Villarreal
Madelyn Jennifer Wang
Grace Olivia Weir
Annee J. Zhu

Environmental Studies

Jeffrey Ryan Sabino Duenas
Walter Creighton Harper
Jenna Marie Lopez

Neuroscience

Aylin Gonzalez
Ishita Palit
Ayomikun Faith Temitope

University Studies

Carina Beth Joyce Abbott
Lucas B. Beggs
Ryleigh Skye Garriga
Daeshon LaPrince Hall
William J. Harvey
Charles Anthony Huard
Bethany Yahaira Lopez
Marcela Lopez
Edwin Adrian Matias
Vanessa Areli Salamanca
Carlos Miguel Suarez Stein

Department of Anthropology

Bachelor of Arts
Anthropology
Emma Leighanna Segundo

Bachelor of Science
Anthropology
Brandon Darrell DuBois
Chyanne D. McBride

Department of Atmospheric Sciences

Bachelor of Science
Meteorology
Ryan M. Dahl
Megan Kate Walker
Department of Biology

Bachelor of Arts

Biology

Angel Uyen Luong               Chloe Quynh Trang Pham

Bachelor of Science

Biology

Mehlum B. Ali                  Denise Monroy
Aristide Elvis Aziaklo         Michaela A. Moreno
Katherine L. Barahona          Madison Ashlee O’Neal
Tommy Bui                      Christian James Pack
Turner Clay Butts II           Angela Patricia Pinon
Sebastian Golamn Enrique       Pranoti S. Rao
Chowdhury                      Mateo Reyes III
Katie Leigh Eliot              Jenna L. Richards
◊ Lizbeth Galindo              Kalei Nicolle Serrano
London Ashtyn Gribble          Sophia J. Terez
Madison Elaine Kohlmeyer       Nathan S. Truss
Violeta Llamas                 Tara Cassidy Tu
Jennifer Melinda Machado       Morgan Dean Winthrop

Microbiology

Sarah E. Charania

Zoology

* Laine Prescott Elston        Jasmine M. Escobar

Department of Chemistry

Bachelor of Arts

Chemistry

Alexandra Grace Friestman      Marcus Le

Bachelor of Science

Chemistry

Hamza Imran Ulla

* Double Major
◊ Double Degree
Department of Communication and Journalism

Bachelor of Arts

Communication

Kylie Rae Benavidez
Vicki L. Biscamp
Madelynn Michelle Castro
Brenna Christine Field
Martina Fuentes
◊ Cassandra L. Julian
Alexandria Jay Lugo
Kaitlyn Shelby McCoy
Emma Caroline Miars
Sophia Susana Noya
Katherine Rebecca Nugent
Kelly Elizabeth Pickup
Sydney Elizabeth Rowan
Catherine Nicole Salinas
Abbigail Laine Smith
Trenton A. Stone
Katherine Elizabeth Wagman

Journalism

Rashell Marthans

Telecommunication Media Studies

Jordan Lane Dement
Emily Paige Knudson

Bachelor of Science

Communication

Jettie Lyn Funderburgh
Erica Ann Johnson
Seth Jefferson Kendrick
William Patrick Koehler
Sarah Hutson Kutz
Ashley Nicole Leistad
Shayla Joy Rambo
Olivia Spedale
Nate I. Uber
Caylinn Thavone Vasquez

Telecommunication Media Studies

Nicole D. Hinojosa
Sarah Danielle Rosas
Sara F. Rubio

Department of Economics

Bachelor of Arts

Economics

Jasmine Kalyani Cobb
John Michael Roos
Weston D. Taylor
Janet Elizabeth Vaneman

◊ Double Degree
### Bachelor of Science

#### Economics

- Abraham Alcala
- Cameron Henry Anderson
- Angeles Elizabeth Aranda
- Ryan Michael Izzo
- Carlee Deann Jackson
- Terah Isabella John
- Evan J. Lee
- Canyon K. Marshall
- **◊** Angela Munoz Torres
- **◊** Daniel Nunez Gallegos
- Charles Hayden O’Connor
- Samuel Roland Orick
- David Henry Steffes
- Jonathan Hunter Tengvall
- Jesse Benjamin Joseph Wier

### Department of English

#### Bachelor of Arts

#### English

- Rebecca Marie Flores
- Jonathan L. Metts
- Melanie C. Ogle
- Gabriella Marie Padron
- Lillian Minhnguyet Phan
- Conner Reynaldo Rodriguez
- Samantha Ruby Steely
- Brittany N. Sutton

### Department of Geography

#### Bachelor of Science

#### Environmental Geoscience

- Arantza Cabrera
- Deborah Carballo
- Destiny Alyssa Sanchez

#### Geographic Information Science and Technology

- Roger C. Bennett
- Christopher Andrew Lew
- Jaden Thanh Tran

### University Studies

- Collin W. Parrish

### Department of Geology and Geophysics

#### Bachelor of Arts

#### Geology

- Michael Joe Sanchez

◊ Double Degree
Bachelor of Science

Geology
Jaede Alexis-Marie Long
Emily Jean Margaretich
Samuel Hunter Meister
Roger Doran Olguin
Atala Alif Ramadhan
Madeo P. Suarsana
Jennifer A. Trevino
Dakota Justin Walter

Department of Global Languages and Cultures

Bachelor of Arts

Modern Languages
Colton Michael Burross

Spanish
* Gabriela Alexandra Arevalo
◊ Lizbeth Galindo
Grant D. Heye

Department of History

Bachelor of Arts

History
Arthur Antonio Flores
Ariana Lisseth Garcia
Gabriela A. Gonzalez-Quintana
Caitlin Elizabeth Jones
Leah C. Payne
Alek Stone Roe

Bachelor of Science

History
Ty Daniel Botkin
Dylan L. Brand
Caitlin Elizabeth Crowell
Lauren Elizabeth Fenner
Ethan Shane Herring
John Michael Patton

Department of Mathematics

Bachelor of Science

Applied Mathematics
Eric M. Ellisor
Ryan John Ross
Lois Ana Ruiz

Mathematics
Marco Antonio Garza, Jr.

* Double Major
◊ Double Degree
University Studies
Mario Alexander Lopez
Department of Oceanography
Bachelor of Science
Oceanography
Joseph Dean Manasco
Department of Philosophy
Bachelor of Arts
Philosophy
Rylan Marsico Dozier ◊ Hayden Christopher Ridings

University Studies
Theodora Ellen Quansah
Jazmine Rivas
Ta’Tyanna D. Williams

Department of Physics and Astronomy
Bachelor of Arts
Physics
Duncan Sullivan Green
Bachelor of Science
Physics
Joshua David Brandt
Anthony J. Lestone

Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences
Bachelor of Arts
Psychology
Sarah Megan Barrington
Anna C. Farris
Caleb A. Gabriel
Louis R. Gonzales III
Aliye R. Kocak
Miguel A. Patino
Dylan August Wienhold
Ashley Lynn Wuest
Kateryna Zievakina

◊ Double Degree
Bachelor of Science

Psychology

Margaret Byrne Abbott
Tiana Renae Baca
Piper Grace Barnes
Kate Elizabeth Beasley
Angela Suzanne Birdwell
Nicole Aimee Carroll
Chasey Nadine Christenson
Avery Lynn Collins
Joseph Scott Crail
Daphnie Garza
Tory Alyse Geiser
Hannah Elizabeth Gilbert
Griffith B. Greenwood
Jessika Nicole Grizzle
Ivan Hernandez
Dylan Austin Hobgood
Edwin Coleman Humphreys V
Sophia Elizabeth Isenhart
Savannah Eileen Jones
Lauren B. Justice
Sophia Edith Karvelsson
Kenneth Loren Lasley, Jr.
Meagan V. Lavallee

* Daniella N. Librera
  Shane Brendan Mardick
  Melissa Nicole Martinez
  Micah E. Mascorro
  Mally Clair May
  Emily V. McKenzie
  Madeline M. Orr
  Sadie Obvious Orth
  Alexis Norma Ortiz
  Tomasa Ponce Martinez
  Clayton R. Pyrcz
  Meagan Dashirl Robinson
  Bianca J. Rodriguez
  Paige Lynn Rollins
  Madison Taylor Rosales
  Alexis Kyndal Skelton
  Laurel Madison Spannagal
  Reagan Jane Stanton
  Hannah Ruth Taylor
  Libby G. Thornburgh
  Chinenye Joan Umadia
  Berenice Eloisa Zapata
  Mariana Zarate

Department of Sociology

Bachelor of Arts

Sociology

Amber Nicole Garza
Kasey D. Lopez
Leah Gabrielle Rios

Amanda S. Santacruz
Cesia Garland Teran

Bachelor of Science

Sociology

Addison Zeanard Alexander
Megan Alfred
Sarah Louise Baker
Shane Erick Bigger
Kaytlin Mckay Caldwell
Ashley Grace Cave
Elizabeth Cervantes
Alyssa Renee Chambless
Victoria Renee Clinger
Joshua Sinclair Clinton
Gabrielle Nicole Garcia
* Jada Nicole Gipson
  Jayme Kim

Nathan James Krueger
Grace Catherine Lee
Berenice Lopez
* Madilyn K. Peel
  Tyler Ray Robbins
  Samuel L. Scoggins
  Taylor Marie Simons
  Allison N. Vowels
  Kayhan Ray
  Wakehouse-Haghshenas
  Kayla Nicole Watson
  Kamryn Lajoi Wooten

* Double Major
Women's and Gender Studies  
Dominique Regan Rodriguez  
Department of Statistics  
Bachelor of Science  
Statistics  
◊ Justin Lee Cho  ◊ Ethan Patrick McDonald

Bush School of Government and Public Service  
Presented by Mr. John B. Sherman, Dean  
Department of International Affairs  
Bachelor of Arts  
International Studies  
Alanis Michelle Colon  Jordan Elisabeth Hawkins  Fatima D. Hernandez  Nihan Iscan  *
Colton Tucker McKnight  Cameron L. Tobias  Tristan I. Yoakum

Department of Political Science  
Bachelor of Arts  
Political Science  

Bachelor of Science  
Political Science  

* Double Major  
◊ Double Degree
Mays Business School
Presented by Dr. Nate Y. Sharp, Dean

Bachelor of Business Administration

Business Honors

* Taylor McKinney Copeland

Bachelor of Science

Business

Collin Joseph Koerner

University Studies

Christopher Nicolas Castillo
Alex C. Choate

Department of Accounting

Bachelor of Business Administration

Accounting

Nate F. Allen
Wyatt B. Chase
Hannah A. Cooper
Karla L. Esquivel-Aguilar
◊ Kole D. Feldman
Liana L. Flores
◊ Steven Manuel Gabaldon
Lindsey N. Jarvis
◊ Luke C. Lytle

◊ Lizbeth Martinez
Raya Jaye Petry
Nicki Qi
Bernardo Rodriguez
◊ Presley Nicole Smith
Joshua Storey
◊ Ethan D. Tisdale
◊ Brandon Gabriel Torres
◊ Taylor Alexa Wenzel

Department of Finance

Bachelor of Business Administration

Finance

Joseph Chaffin Benson IV
Madeline Carr Brown
Jacob Tanner Clanton
Gabriel H. Cote
Henry Lucas Diehl
Larissa Michelle Groff
Jacob Matthew Huffer
William James Kauderer
Mary Margaret M. Knolle

Hubert Walter Gage Lange
Brandt S. Moore
Ryan L. Pope
Jadon Lee Potts
Austin D. Rodriguez
Kaleb T. Rysavy
Elliot M. Schwarzbach
Brennan Michael Stapleton
Charles Ryder Wood

* Double Major
◊ Double Degree
Department of Information and Operations Management

Bachelor of Business Administration

Management Information Systems

Jacob Thomas Craig          Oliver Robert Hazen

Supply Chain Management

Wesley Paul Leighton

Department of Management

Bachelor of Business Administration

Management

Kaiden N. Armstrong          Walker Alton Lott
Sydney Rachael Barker       Blake Mackay Schroeder
Grace Clara Bussmeir        Thomas Anthony Stewart
Benjamin B. Fisher          Taryn Grace Thurman
Aidan Emory Hays

Department of Marketing

Bachelor of Business Administration

Marketing

Jennifer Lee Cueva          Morgan Leigh Kimbrough
Emiliano Diaz Gonzalez      Kyle Hamilton Sherrill
Lily Grace Ebrey           Gillian A. Sommers

School of Education and Human Development

Presented by Dr. Michael A. de Miranda, Dean

Department of Educational Administration and Human Resource Development

Bachelor of Science

Human Resource Development

Matthew Daniel Baca          Avery E. Deen
Micaela Martha Bahena        Madeline G. Durbin
Emily Elizabeth Berry        Joshua Caleb Edling
Calee Anne Carter           Melissa Escareno
Alyssa J. Cory              Gisel Vega Gomez
Kristin Ann Crain           Taylor Alexa Gurley
Lillian C. Dacke            Brailyn Dakota Hendricks
Elizabeth Grace Little
Kassidy Ann Mackenzie
Isamar Navarro
Savannah G. Persyn
Jamie Michele Powers
Skylar Michelle Renick
Mallory Frances Richardson
Tyler Sedtal
Elizabeth Danielle Smith

Larkin Caroline Smith
Paige Elizabeth Taylor
Zachary Scott Terry
Tony Duc Truong
Kalesia J. Walton
Tatum N. Weaver
Alexis Mae Woodall
Grace E. Zepeda

Department of Educational Psychology

Bachelor of Science

University Studies

Paxton Caroline Fallon
Natalie A. Haack
Karsen F. Lacina

Alexis Maya Martinez
Emma Alicia Mendez

Department of Kinesiology and Sport Management

Bachelor of Science

Kinesiology

Jake Garrison Akins
Taven Bryce Barajas
Thomas Ettinger Baril III
Annie E. Barr
Kristen Aimee Benavides
Cooper Dylan Coffey
Kirk Marcel Collins, Jr.
Carley Brice Deuel
Wilk E. Eckert
Alana Nicole Fecci
Carter Lee Hartman
Ceana Ranae Hernandez
Leslie Hernandez
Lauren A. Hogan
Memphis Marioabriel Jimenez
John Peyton Logan
Olivia Grace Lyster
Sydney Elyse McKinney

Paolo Miguel Buzon
Montemayor
McKenzie Layne Moreland
Taylor Macy Neuman
Brighanna Carrine Newkirk
Michelle Yong Zhi Ng
Benjamin W. Patrick
Braeden R. Richter
Jennifer Rodriguez
Byron Fawcett Sanford
Saiide Mairely Veronica
Santiago Reyes
Anthony William Schlak
Breanne Elizabeth Springer
Madeline Lee Thayer
Andersen Alana Williams
Samantha Grace Williams

Sport Management

Logan C. Allwein
Carter N. Bailey
William Grant Ballard
Claire Ashton Bond
Tyler C. Burg
Jordan M. Cummins

Jose C. Escozra, Jr.
Callie Fisher
Zachary James Gregory
Jacob Lewis Harris
Zackary J. Hefner
Emma Hering
Nathan Jon Hernandez
Grant W. Ireland
Jake Aiden Kennedy
Olivia Grace King
Conner Patrick Kornmayer
Marshall David Lange
Daniel Omar Morales
Jackson Scott Mueller
Madison Lynn Palmer
Peyton L. Parker
Connor Mitchell Privitt
Francisco M. Ramirez
Gabriel Scott Rayer
Bree Allie Jo Rolen
Hallie Elizabeth Ryan
Jonathan Patrick Stuchly
Alexis Michelle Tippit
James Dominic Vossler III
Colton Ryan Wilhoite
Joshua David Williamson
Macey Louise Wilton

Department of Teaching, Learning and Culture

Bachelor of Science

Education

Elizabeth Paige Bethune
Katelyn M. Rodriguez
Michelle Leigh Skinner

College of Engineering

Presented by Dr. Robert H. Bishop, Dean

Department of Aerospace Engineering

Bachelor of Science

Aerospace Engineering

Randy Shyo Bond
Landon Charles Matak
James Troy Rushing

Department of Biological and Agricultural Engineering

Bachelor of Science

Biological and Agricultural Engineering

Cody Wayne Duewall
Luis Roberto Galvan

Department of Biomedical Engineering

Bachelor of Science

Biomedical Engineering

Mariana Cantu
Ethan Hasty
Department of Chemical Engineering

Bachelor of Science

Chemical Engineering

Patrick Reno Blumenthal

Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering

Bachelor of Science

Civil Engineering

Diego Diaz De Leon
Megan M. Eddington
Abdullahi Habil Jumale
Mason B. Livingston

Miral U. Patel
Samantha Monserrat Perez
Nathan C. Wiatrek

Environmental Engineering

Whit Daniel Wesoloski

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

Bachelor of Arts

Computing

Noam Gariani

Bachelor of Science

Computer Science

Gurhan Batu Aydin
Katherine Sherran Bezanson
Samuel Douglas Brokaw
Jaejin Cha
Beringer Joseph Ergo
Brendan Joel Fattig
Chandler M. Gerold
Joshua A. Hillis
Hayden T. Holt
Rahul Kumar

Brandon S. Longuet
Adidev Mohapatra
Raquel Maribel Oseguera
Jack Dylan Payne
Adam J. Pinto
Devan A. Shea
Muhammad I. Syah Imran
Caleb A. Villarreal
Jason Zhao
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Department of Computer Science and Engineering and Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Bachelor of Science

Computer Engineering

Vivek Sunil Amarnani
Samuel N. Bierle
Benjamin Charles Dunning
Edward Farris Kennedy

Namson Gia Pham
Pablo Pineda IV
Sean H. Sayce
Yvan Tonthat

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Bachelor of Science

Electrical Engineering

Bahaa Alhaj
Jude T. Cyriac
Esau P. Flores
Nicholas Paul Joseph

Seung Jun Lee
Matthew Justin McDowell
Nicholas Charles McNamara
Ian David Poynter

Department of Engineering Technology and Industrial Distribution

Bachelor of Science

Electronic Systems Engineering Technology

Britt August Beadle
Isaac M. Bernstein
Juan Antonio Cisneros III

Mateo Adrian Hernandez
Omar Rashad Lateef

Industrial Distribution

George Wyatt Davie
Luis Santiago Davila
Jett E. Desporte
Roberto Gonzalez-Romero

Hailey Nicole Janson
Vedik V. Jayaraj
Ryan O. Solaja

Technology Management

Seth Allen Adams
Braden Cole Alexander
Juan Jose Alvarado, Jr.
McLean Ralph Babineaux IV
Marcus Ryan Beck
Sunjeeth Chandramohan
Peter Jinsung Chong
Jonathan A. Doan
William Giorgi Downs
David Ryan Dworaczyk

Viola Katherine Gabberty
Luke Daniel Gray
Mallori S. Hamilton
Tyler Neill Hawkins
Justin Kristopher Hulsey
Dylan Michael Human
Reece A. Kennick
Kaden A. Kercheval
Mitchell William Laughbaum
Maisie E. Mackay
Jada Alexis Malone
Garrett W. Mandrona
Ivan Melendez
Olivia Mott
Bernard Bryan Nguyen
Mason M. Pawloski

Alan Rene Perez-Licona
Adam D. Rene
Carlos A. Reyna
William J. Stout
Tyler Quan To
Diego C. Velazquez

Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering

Bachelor of Science

Industrial Engineering

Justin L. Amaya
Tyler Christian Cadena
Kody Chen
Brandon Choi
Noah Matthew Cisnero

Nicholas Lloyd Comeaux
Matthew C. Énsmann
Nicholas Alejandro Granados
Anthony F. Justine
Manal Khan

Department of Materials Science and Engineering

Bachelor of Science

Materials Science and Engineering

Jack Edward Bausbacher
Jonathan Contreras

Braden Lane Miller
Brandon S. Mitchell

Department of Mechanical Engineering

Bachelor of Science

Mechanical Engineering

Zoe P. Bantolina
Clayton Blake Brummett
Cooper Blake Dyess
Sebastian Escoto
Christopher Gomez
Amar Hadzajlic

Maclean D. Harkins
Justice Jeongeu Kim
Meredith K. McNichols
Korbin D. Nappier
Diego R. Ramos
Rafael Andres Reyes

Department of Multidisciplinary Engineering

Bachelor of Science

Architectural Engineering

Diego Bravo
Eric Michael Layhew

Cody Allen Vance
Department of Nuclear Engineering

Bachelor of Science

Nuclear Engineering

David W. Emerson
Rafael Maltos, Jr.
Michael Angelo Perez-Tello
Donato Oscar Smith

Department of Ocean Engineering

Bachelor of Science

Ocean Engineering

Arthur Bardachuk-Granger
Daniel James Killorin

Department of Petroleum Engineering

Bachelor of Science

Petroleum Engineering

Ryan Patrick Beeler

School of Nursing

Presented by Dr. T. Leann Horsley, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Nursing

Stephanie Lynn Anderson
Lauren Ann Ault
Mauro Avila-Martinez
Daniela Nicole Barroeta
Kassidi Sage Bender
Kali N. Bills
David Blake Bird
Julia Rochelle Bisaillon
Rachel E. Bode
Savannah N. Brito
Kyana Alexia Calvo
Emma P. Chrane
Kendal Amber Christiansen
Kinley Grace Cole
Nataleigh Tyler Cook
Denisse Devesa Herrejon
Kalie Marie Dunavant
Abigail K. Dy
Divine C. Ezeokwonna
Taina Faion Molina
Sofia Christie Faraone
Avery Paige Fincher
Cole J. Fitzgerald
Aaliyah M. Garza
Cheznie R. Hale
Asher Isaac Hathaway
Victoria Nicole Herrera
Avery B. Hill
John Michael Hoelscher
Danica P. Hunt
Alaina Luann Kelly
Kassidy Renee Kroll
Tarryn Renee Kuketz
Jenna Elise Lloyd
Brooklyn Kate Lopez
Abigail S. Lydon
Emma F. Martinez
Isariya Ramona Martinez
Selina Briana Mechell
Grace Anne Michael
Tess A. Millican
Sebastian Gabriel
Morales Vargas
Kristine T. Nguyen
Leigh Ann Norton
Elizabeth Nicole O’Rear
Jordan Catherine Palmer
Lia E. Rebollido
Madeline Brooks Rod
Nadia Rodriguez
Lindsey Belle Root
Alexandria Lynne Rothlander

Miranda Alexis Rutledge
Lauren Kara Schindewolf
Amaya J. Sidwell
Madison E. Sliva
Jenna M. Stabler
Kate LeeAnn Sumner
Regan G. Swartzlander
Alexandra M. Thern
Christina C. Thies
Abigail G. Thomson
Grace A. Toupin
Deanna Bautista Venkatesan
Victoria Grace Vezza
Anika Michelle Waddill
Mary Kathryn Worth
Ivan Yanez

School of Performance, Visualization and Fine Arts
Presented by Mr. Timothy D. McLaughlin, Dean

Bachelor of Arts
Performance Studies
Caitlin Kennedy Cortinas

Bachelor of Science
Kinesiology
Erin Sue Scott
Visualization
Hanna Kate McDaniel

School of Public Health
Presented by Dr. Shawn G. Gibbs, Dean

Bachelor of Science
Public Health
James Payson Arnold
Addison Gosda
Leah Elizabeth Engel
Rylie Q. Rundell
Department of Health Education Programs

Bachelor of Science

Community Health

Hailey G. Badeaux
Gabrielle McKenna Denham
Katherine Ann Ellis

Vivien-Jade Mireille Kluis
Payton K. Props
Molly M. Tinkle

Health

Bianca Agostina Bettini
Katelyn Marie Dickerson
Kaitlyn Nicole Fuxa
Ashley Gonzalez
Anna Christopher Herrmann

Charles Huntington Hornsby VI
Ariana Renee Lawson
Ami D. Patel
Emily Lynn Reese
Nancy Vences
Latin Honors

Students graduating with Latin honors distinctions have enrolled in and successfully completed a minimum of 60 undergraduate semester hours required for the baccalaureate degree. The category of Latin honors attained is determined by grade point average of all college hours attempted, excluding transfer hours. The categories are as follows:

*Cum Laude:* A student may be graduated *Cum Laude* with a Grade Point Average of 3.500 to 3.699.

*Magna Cum Laude:* A student may be graduated *Magna Cum Laude* with a Grade Point Average of 3.700 to 3.899.

*Summa Cum Laude:* A student may be graduated *Summa Cum Laude* with a Grade Point Average of 3.900 or above.

Honors Stoles

Texas A&M undergraduates who complete the requirements for any of the distinctions listed above or for college- and departmental-level honors programs are awarded a gold satin stole to wear with their commencement robes. The university presents the stoles to honors graduates in recognition of their accomplishments.

Undergraduate Research Scholars

The Undergraduate Research Scholars program provides motivated undergraduates the opportunity to engage in quality, in-depth research experiences. Over two semesters Scholars work with faculty mentors to produce a formal undergraduate research thesis and a public presentation of their research results.

Katherine Sherran Bezanson ................. BS Computer Science
Benjamin Charles Dunning ................. BS Computer Engineering
Griffith B. Greenwood .................... BS Psychology
Meredith K. McNichols .................. BS Mechanical Engineering
Brendan Scott Singletary ................ BS Genetics
Academic Regalia

Academic institutions throughout the world have created a wide variety of customs including distinctive dress, color and ceremony to indicate the accomplishments of scholars. English traditions originating at Oxford and Cambridge led to the development of American academic regalia. By the twentieth century, institutions of higher learning in the United States had adopted a well-defined code of academic costume, which now includes the identification of the different academic degrees by distinctive gowns, hoods and colors. For instance, the baccalaureate gown is worn closed and is identified by long, pleated front panels and long, pointed sleeves. The master’s gown has very long sleeves, closed at the bottom, and the arms of the wearer are placed through an opening in the front of the sleeves. Doctoral gowns are distinguished by velvet panels around the neck and down the front of the gown. Three horizontal black velvet bars also mark the doctorate. In America, the hood is the most colorful feature of academic regalia. The bachelor’s hood, when worn, is comparatively short; the master’s, a bit longer; and the doctor’s, at four feet, reaches far down the wearer’s back. The outside of the hood is black and is bordered with a two-, three- or five-inch band of velvet in the color representing the degree received, and the hood is lined with the colors of the granting institution. For instance, the Master of Arts hood from Texas A&M has a white border, for the discipline color of Arts, Letters and Humanities, with a maroon and white lining; the Master of Science hood has a golden yellow border, for Science, with a maroon and white lining; and the Doctor of Philosophy hood has a border in the blue of Philosophy with a maroon and white lining. Among the other discipline colors are Agriculture—maize, Architecture—violet, Business—olive green, Education—light blue, Engineering—orange and Veterinary Medicine—gray. These colors represent the degree earned, not the academic major. The Ph.D. in Engineering, for example, would normally wear the dark blue of Philosophy on the hood and gown instead of the orange of Engineering. Official guests of the University and members of the Board of Regents wear the doctor’s gown with the blue of Philosophy on the front and hood.

Ceremonial Mace

The University mace, a gift of the Class of 1990, leads the academic procession at commencement and on other special ceremonial occasions. Historically, the use of a mace dates back to the Middle Ages and was carried before or placed near a magistrate or other dignitary as an ensign of authority. This mace is made of sterling silver, walnut and oak and depicts various University symbols. It was designed by Rodney Hill, Texas A&M architecture professor who also carved the staff. Silversmith Lane Coulter ’78, of Santa Fe, prepared the silver head of the mace and Lars Stanley ’74, of Austin, designed and manufactured the stand.
Gonfalons

The gonfalon, a flag that hangs from a crosspiece or frame, originated in the medieval republics of Italy as an ensign of state or office. Gonfalons have been adopted in many universities around the world as college or institutional insignias. The gonfalons displayed represent the colleges of Texas A&M University. The colors of the University, maroon and white, are joined together in a pattern common to all of the flags. The top portion is the designated color for each unit. The white field serves as a background for the symbol of each.

College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. On a ground of white appears an emerging sun of yellow and russet rays. Yellow, the discipline color of science, russet, the discipline color of natural resources, and the center orange, color of engineering, combine to illustrate the intellectual interest in human and biological systems and structures. The interweaving ring encompasses the dawn making a full circle of life.

School of Architecture. The School of Architecture is comprised of three departments, all dedicated to the advancement of the built environment: Architecture, Construction Science, and Landscape Architecture and Urban Planning. The central triangle, a key shape in the field of architecture, symbolizes power, resilience, and direction, which is tilted to reveal its dimensionality, a non-planar object manipulated by the designer in exploration of unique perspectives. The rectilinear towers that encompass the triangular shape represent the monumental constructions throughout the history of architecture. These structures are all placed upon the foundation, which symbolizes the beginning of architectural education and knowledge. The three ribbons represent the builder’s creativity (yellow), reliability (blue), and dedication (red), the essential values instilled within each student in the School of Architecture, leading towards a better world through the scope of knowledge and exploration.

College of Arts and Sciences. The symbol shows the connectivity of the distinct areas of knowledge in the College of Arts and Sciences. The components around the hexagonal ring are the domains of sciences, humanities, and social sciences. The design of the ring illustrates how these interlocking domains of learning and scholarship are united in the College of Arts and Sciences.

Mays Business School. The golden knot symbolizes unity and coordination of the disciplines of business administration. Surrounding the golden knot, a field of purple represents the rank of authority. The foundation of lozenges under the triangle illustrates the flow of order.
School of Dentistry. The color lilac has been associated with dentistry since the 1800s, symbolizing compassion and inspiration. Upon it, rests the Greek Omicron, O, representing the first letter in “odont,” meaning tooth, along with an interlaced Delta representing the letter D for Dentistry. The inner-most component of the emblem depicts healing, as signified with a serpent intertwined around the ancient cauterizing rod of the Greek god of healing, Asclepius. Included in the emblem, are 32 leaves and 20 berries representing both the primary and secondary teeth.

School of Education and Human Development. The flourishing flame blazoned with gold, light blue and royal purple signifies the burning zeal of the three missions of education—teaching, research and service. The hands hold the spiritual, social and intellectual flame of education.

College of Engineering. As the triangles collaborate alongside each other, projecting a diamond shape, they depict the strong relationship between the diverse engineering disciplines. The use of mathematics, science and technology provide the foundation of solving today’s challenging ideas between and within each engineering department. The center illustrates a circuit board to express the continuing growth in technology and engineering today, resulting in new industries and opportunities. The cohesive elements of this design work together as a whole symbolizing communication, interaction, teamwork, and balance in Engineering as the green, blue and navy color palette represents energy, loyalty, wisdom, professionalism and ambition.

Bush School of Government and Public Service. The star symbolizes pride and heritage in our great state of Texas. The two lines on either side of the star represent our connection with the past, and with the future, in an effort to build on experiences from history, while contributing and presenting new opportunities to future generations.

School of Law. A widely accepted symbol of peace, the olive leaves highlight one of the most critical contributions of law and legal order to human development. Curving inwards, they also bring to mind the Aggie Ring—and the circle of fellowship and community it represents. Lady Justice symbolizes the values our graduates bring to bear in their careers: a spirit of objectivity (blindfold), an unwavering commitment to fairness (scales), and the strength necessary to pursue it (sword). The six stars, finally, represent Texas A&M’s Core Values—Leadership, Respect, Loyalty, Excellence, Selfless Service, and Integrity—essential requirements of not only members of the legal profession, but all those who study the law and seek to advance justice, fairness, and the Rule of Law.
School of Medicine. The white field provides a background for the Aesculapian staff and serpent, long used as the symbol of the healing arts. The green color is the same displayed on the hoods and robes worn for the degree of Doctor of Medicine.

School of Nursing. The stars on the School of Nursing gonfalon represent caring, innovation and empowerment, while the cross symbolizes the origins of nursing. The candle honors the founder of nursing, Florence Nightingale. Apricot is the color of nursing.

School of Performance, Visualization and Fine Arts. The center of the design is a Penrose triangle, which is a continuous triangle, and an impossible 3D shape. The triangle combines math and creativity through the optical illusion it creates. The extensions of the triangle symbolize growth in all directions, while the overall triangular form communicates unity and continuity.

Irma Lerma Rangel School of Pharmacy. The mortar and pestle on the School of Pharmacy gonfalon symbolize the tools of traditional pharmacy. The Rx is from the Latin, “Take thou.”

School of Public Health. The anchor and caduceus are adapted from the national Public Health Service, which evolved from the Marine Hospital Service to the Public Health and Marine Hospital Service, and finally became the U.S. Public Health Service. The star represents the linkage of the School of Public Health with the Texas A&M Health Science Center and the State of Texas. The salmon color is the color of the public health hoods.

School of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences. Resting upon a ground of purity, a white snake stands for the science and the art of prevention, cure or alleviation of disease and injury to animals. It is found entwined around a herald’s green staff—the symbol of service. The golden radiant triangle atop the Aesculapius illustrates the breadth of veterinary medical science.
“The Spirit of Aggieland”

By Mimms-Dunn

Some may boast of prowess’ bold,
Of the school they think so grand,
But there’s a spirit can ne’er be told,
It’s the spirit of Aggieland.

Chorus

We are the Aggies—the Aggies are we,
True to each other as Aggies can be.
We’ve got to fight, boys,
We’ve got to fight!
We’ve got to fight for Maroon and White.
After they’ve boosted all the rest,
They will come and join the best,
For we are the Aggies—the Aggies so true,
We’re from Texas A M U.
Congratulations New Graduates!
Welcome to The Association of Former Students!

Today, as a proud graduate of Texas A&M University, you will turn your Aggie Ring so that the Class year faces away from the body symbolizing a readiness to face the world.

Being an Aggie is a lifelong experience that is supported by the Aggie Network. By staying involved with Texas A&M through The Association of Former Students, together, we will continue the work of passing back the core values, traditions and experiences that make Texas A&M unique.

As you begin your new journey, we ask that when you’re ready, you consider helping to pass it back to future generations. Join the Century Club at a 50% discount and proudly showcase your very own Century Club member decal.

The Association of Former Students is HERE for Aggies during their days as students and former students, THERE for Aggies as they make their way around the world and EVERYWHERE that the Aggie Network needs us to be.
This program is accurate with respect to the degree awarded and honors conferred based on available information at the time of print production. Neither a name listed herein nor participation in the ceremony guarantees the awarding of a degree or honors. The Office of the Registrar retains each student’s permanent academic record, which indicates these official designations.

This program is available for download on the graduation website at https://registrar.tamu.edu/graduation/ceremony-information/commencement-program-archives.